A decision for generations.
For over 95 years.

Eine Entscheidung für Generationen: Marke

What marks us out
is what many people
love about us:
the highest quality,
durability and
innovative force.

The MARTIN brand.
Fascination for premium class
machines.
When the company was founded by Otto Martin in 1922, he

This “workmanship of tradition” has made us the most sought

then laid the foundations for the MARTIN brand in the past,

after brand in the last nearly 100 years, which is incomparable

present and in the future. Since then generations of employees

in its quality and durability. Added to this are the highly practically

have ensured that the name of MARTIN became synonymous

oriented functionality and the simple operability – highest

with best quality, durability and innovative force of wood

standards, from which many wood processing companies

processing machines. Through ground breaking inventions

benefit extraordinarily at home and abroad.

and the solid finish of the machines MARTIN has become the
market leader for quality in many countries around the world.
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A decision for generations: Friendship

We have always recognized and satisfied the requirements
of the target group of craftsman. The high demand for the
quality of the products and the know how from our tradition
are the indicators for the success of MARTIN’s brand.
This creates the basis for a long friendship and business
success of any wood processing company.

My MARTIN and I.
A friendship over decades.
In a market in which change is the one constant and
it’s all about quality and reliability, it’s important to
have a partner who takes our wishes seriously. The
machines have to fulfil our high demands for precision
in the long term – with all types of wood and in areas
of a tenth of a millimetre. Because what our customers
expect from us also corresponds to the expectations
for our machines.
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A decision for generations: Wooden material

What connects
us to our customers:
The passion for the
valuable material wood.

Anyone who works with wood has to love it. The variety and the

So we take nature as our example for the extensive properties

warmth, that it radiates, ensures enthusiasm for the most

of our products. The structure, character, consistency and

original of all materials. The extensive usage options offer

integrity give us the inspiration for the implementation of wishes

room to develop creativity. We have built our machines for

and requirements. Nature is also the supplier of the raw

these people who think and work so passionately. Not only

materials, which especially through its feel, robustness and

should they make work as easy as possible for them, but

its individual shapes always becomes a unique piece.

also guarantee a perfect end result.

Oak wedding –
what 80 years of love look like.
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A decision for generations: MARTIN machines

The MARTIN brand.
As strong as our
machines.
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A decision for generations: People at MARTIN

As confident as
the brand: The people
at MARTIN.
We can count on highly motivated and excellently trained
employees – the basis for continuous innovation.
The workforce in turn repays the company with a longer
average period of employment.
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A decision for generations: Drive

What drives us:
Technologies, innovations
and our distinctive
know how.

Our path to quality market leader is marked by intensive

These include the T27 spindle moulder with a tilting range

entrepreneurship and brave decisions. This has created solid,

of 2 x 46°, the planer, which can also profile, as well as the

durable and reliable machines but also small revolutions in

legendary T75, the first sliding table saw in the world with

the global wood processing machine market.

a saw blade that can be tilted to two sides and a 204 mm
cutting height. Just like the first scoring-saw unit available on

Our brand and product philosophy follows two simple, but

the market with 3 electrically adjustable axes. We also score

formative principles: We develop innovative and practicable

highly with our innovations outside the standard machines:

solutions for wood processing companies all over the world.

In the window production sector we have realised enormous

In the process we link practicable functionality and simple

saving potentials through the omission of the intermediate

operability with timeless design and durability. And as we

varnish sanding with the new quality finishing process.

have worked according to this maxim for nearly 100 years
we can draw on a lot of experience and competence. For this

Maintaining responsibility for this quality is our main goal and

reason we can always put a perfect tool in the hands of our

always drives us on to the limits of what can be done. Count-

customers.

less satisfied customers can confirm this with their fascination
for technology at the limits of what’s possible.

Up to 15 horses
need a solid stable.
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A decision for generations: MARTIN patents

Effective
since
1922.
A tool which is simple, easy to operate and ensures
the highest processing quality needs maturation.
Right from the start MARTIN invested in new ideas
which are close to the user.

Patents in overview
EP Pat.

2 366 482

3 axis scoring saw,
tiltable to both sides

EP Pat.

1 815 930

Saw drive with cascade belt

DE Pat.

10 2006 045 321

DualDrive

DE Pat.

1 815 931

Automatic adjustment of the 3 axis
scoring saw to the main saw blade

DE Pat.

1 800 815

RadioCompens

DE Pat.

2 372 477

Collision avoidance system

DE Pat.

1 990 697

Collision avoidance system

DE Pat.

3 025 834

Q-FIN roller channel (patent pending)
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A decision for generations: Requirements

We know the
requirements of
our market – and fill
the gaps with quality.
Knowing the requirements of the market means knowing the requirements of our customers. We have always had intensive exchanges with
them because that’s the only way to get to the basic materials for our
innovations for the products of tomorrow.
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A decision for generations: Made in Germany

MARTIN.
Made in Germany.
MARTIN machines are produced in Germany and only leave

and external know-how is the foundation for the high level

us after the strictest quality checks. We only work with high

of all MARTIN products.

quality materials and components. All of the crucial components of MARTIN machines are produced at our in-house

Whether complex turned or milled parts, milling of large

state-of-the-art production facilities in Ottobeuren by well

aluminium and steel parts, from single part through to

trained, motivated employees. Efficient brand suppliers guaran-

completely processed series parts – with our in-house

tee high flexibility, perfect adaptation and first class quality

assembly and the resulting following quality assurance

of the purchased products. This efficient interplay of internal

we stand for the best processing.
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A decision for generations: Products

We transfer our love
of perfection from
blank to every one
of our products.
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A decision for generations: Home

From the Allgäu
to the whole world.

The family has shaped the destiny of the MARTIN
company for over 95 years since its founding, with
tangibly deep roots in Ottobeuren and the people
who work for the company.
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A decision for generations: Company history | Milestones

Products and innovations for generations.

Since
1922.

The T50 surface planer was
awarded “Good industrial design”
at the Hannover Trade Fair.

1925
The manufacturing programme
included combined spindle moulders,
surface planers, band saws and
combined planers.
The steel-concrete machine frame
was invented and introduced.

Good tools for good
work. Manufactured
in Germany.
Otto Martin was born on the 5th March 1902. At the age
of 20 he laid the foundations for today’s company with the
grounding of the company on 4th February 1922. What started
in 1922 with solid machines, has continually been built up
over the following nine decades into a benchmark for quality
and functionality in the industry. By concentrating on the core
business the course was set for the great accomplishments
with wood processing machines.

1954

Market launch of the T75
PreX sliding table saw.

1959

Introduction of the T26 –

The T75 PreX has a tilting

the first spindle moulder

range of 2 x 46° and a

MARTIN celebrates

with a tilting range of

cutting height of more

95th company

2 x 45.5°.

than 200 mm.

anniversary.

1999

2003

2010

2015

2017

Exports began to the USA.

Market launch of the T45

Market launch of the

Start of delivery of the T75,

thickness planer and profiling

Q-FIN. According to our

the first sliding table saw in the

machine. With the T45

customers’ statements a

world with a saw blade which

Contour for the first time a

revolution in the wooden

could be tilted up to 45°. The

machine was offered which

window production

steel forced guidance system

could also profile complete

sector.

of the sliding table was intro-

areas alongside thickness

duced.

planing.
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A decision for generations: People at MARTIN | Management

Our most important advisor:
Good common sense.

The synergies of two components of our management is
representative of the people at MARTIN. With the feel for the
right positioning in the market and technical know how from
development and production, the important topics are driven
on in the company.

Uwe Schiemann
Management

Michael Hammerer
Management
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A decision for generations: Manufacturing

In our manufacturing
not only do we look
after our machines,
but also cultivate
an old tradition:

Craftsmanship.
Each one of our experts is not just a perfectly trained
mechanic, but also a passionate craftsmen, who knows
every machine right down to the smallest detail. This
is the only way we can guarantee the high quality
standards of a MARTIN.
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A decision for generations: Contract manufacturing

Here is where the heart
of production beats.

Our modern, well-equipped production

Thus our progressive machine fleet and

offers everything from a single source

our experienced team offer optimum

thanks to the extensive processing

solutions for all tasks – whether for

options from simple single part to more

ourselves or for external clients.

complex complete solutions. Modern
technology, precise construction and
reliable performance.
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A decision for generations: Training and apprenticeships

Our employees already
start thinking about
their future customers
even in their youth.
Anyone who makes a lot themselves learns the most – and grows with
their tasks. Which is why with us trainees work properly from day one in
the different areas. They get extensive, systematic instruction from
experienced trainers and employees and help any time they need it.
Not only should they learn limited task areas, but get through complex
processes and be able to develop solutions to problems.
A good example for the acceptance of social responsibility is our training
workshop which has been around since the 1970s. With a training quota
of over 20 % we have been well above the German average of 6 % for
years. Thanks to the solid training of young people in different technical
and commercial professions, as well as a consistent further education
programme MARTIN can rely on the high level of employee training.
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A decision for generations: Imprint

Imprint
Otto Martin Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG
Langenberger Strasse 6
87724 Ottobeuren / Germany
T +49 (0) 8332 911 - 0
sales@martin.info
www.martin.info
Legal structure: Limited partnership
Headquarters: 87724 Ottobeuren / Germany
Registry court: 87700 Memmingen – HRA 8124
General partner: Otto Martin GmbH
Headquarters: 87724 Ottobeuren /G ermany
Registry court: 87700 Memmingen – HRA 8092
Managing Directors: Uwe Schiemann, Michael Hammerer
VAT No: DE 129083302
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